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5 great ways to open a speech
Stop boring your audience
the minute you start your

speech. Grab them with a
question, statistic, anecdote,

and more.  Here are some
effective ways to open a

speech:

1. The startling
statistics.  Opening with a

startling statistic is a terrific
way of grabbing the

audience’s attention from
your first word. In order to be

effective, the statistic should be related
directly to the main purpose of your talk.

2. The anecdote. A story, case study, or
personal anecdote is perhaps the single

most effective tool for transferring
information from speaker to audience. In

fact, Harvard Professor Howard Gardner
once said that “stories are the single most

powerful weapon in a leader’s arsenal.”
3.  Ask a rhetorical question. In his book

“Words that Work,” political strategist Frank
Luntz writes that it’s critical to help

audiences visualize your topic by painting a
vivid picture for them. He writes “One world

automatically triggers the process of

visualization by its mere

mention:  “imagine”. Ask the
audience to imagine

something by using a
rhetorical question. You don’t

have to use the world
“imagine” but your question

should trigger the same
visualization process.

4. Ask a “show of hands”
question.  The author, Brad

Phillips, often begin his media
training and public speaking

with a “show of hands”
question. Those questions can increase

audience buy-in from the very beginning,
since members of the audience are able to

see how their answers compare to those of
their peers.  Plus, you can use this device to

lead people to powerful self-realizations and
conclusions.

5. Speak with your audience. Begin by
asking questions to the audience at the very

beginning of a presentation. Doing so helps
create a climate of audience participation

from the start. Plus their answers are often
useful for helping the speaker better

understand the audience.

3 crisis communication plans

organizations can’t live without

If your organization’s leaders keep

referring to some vague crisis plan, you

need to give them a reality check. These

are the three plans every organization

must have:

1.  A crisis communications plan

properly communicates to the media,

employees, customers and other key

audiences during a crisis. A crisis is any

event that could damage the company’s

reputation and revenue. Some crises are

the result of an emergency, such as a

workplace shooting, fire or explosion.

Other events, like a high-profile sexual

harassment lawsuit  or execut ive

misbehaviour, constitute a crisis, yet don’t

have the characteristics of an emergency

that requires first responders.

2. An emergency operations plan

coordinates internal and external first

responders in an emergency. This is your

internal responder’s instruction manual for

fires, explosions and acts of violence.

Should an emergency take place, the crisis

communications plan would direct the

public relations team to share information

about the emergency with the media,

employees and stakeholders. You would

need both plans at the same time.

3. The risk management plan keeps the

corporate supply chain functioning if there

was a fire or explosion in your facility. It

minimizes financial and logistical risks by

having contingency plans for warehouses,

production facilities and transportation

options.

If a fire and explosions occurred,

three groups of experts would execute all

three plans: (a) public relations experts

would execute the crisis communications

plan (b) emergency response experts

would execute the emergency operations

plan and (c) risk management experts

would execute the risk management plan.

Do you have all three communication

plans?  Ask yourself and your corporate

leaders.

Source: www.ragan.com

Hiring a manager
A candidate for a manager position must

demonstrate that he or she has beliefs,

values, and a work style that are congruent

with those of your organization. In a people-

oriented, forward looking organization, you’ll

want to select managers who exhibit these

characteristics.

Ü Value people

Ü Believe in two-way, frequent effective

communication and listening

Ü Want to create an environment in which

employees are empowered to take charge

of their jobs

Ü Able to hold people accountable and

responsible without punitive measures

Ü Demonstrate leadership and clear

direction

Ü Believe in teamwork

Ü Place the customer at the center of their

reason for existence and regard reporting

staff as customers

Source:  www.humanresources.about.com

A leader is one who knows

the way, goes the way, and

shows the way.

--John C. Maxwell

Source:  Brad Phillips, Ragan’s PRDaily,  http://www.prdaily.com/



Using personal touch for
your press release

Regardless of whether you are issuing a

press release, you should cult ivate

relationships with journalists, writes John

Egan, www.ragan.com.  They are more

likely to cover your business if they know

you, he adds.  “Reach out to reporters and

invite them in to see your business. Ask

them to stop by for coffee.  Send them a

note when you particularly like something

they have wri t ten,” said Kim Mil ler,

President of Ink Link Marketing and PR in

Miami Lakes, FL.

When are managers and leaders needed?

Even the best leader sometimes needs a

good manager to help fulfil a vision, writes

Patrick Gray. “By their very nature, a good

leader will inspire confidence in their

abilities. That confidence is a good thing,

but it doesn’t mean they don’t need to be

paired with a competent manager in order

to be successful,” he argues.

Source:  SmartBrief on Leadership

Leading change management

Organizational change management and

transformation have become permanent

features of the business landscape since

the year 2000 writes DeAnne Aguirre and

Micah Alpern, ht tp: / /www.strategy-

business.com  They added that for

change to have the best chance of

cascading through an organization,

everyone with authority and influence must

be involved.  This includes the company’s

recognized leaders who hold formal

position of power, and those  people whose

power is more informal which are called

“special forces”.  These special forces can

be found throughout any organization. They

might include a well-respected f ield

supervisor, an innovative project manager,

or a receptionist who’s been at the firm for

25 years. Companies that succeed at

implementing major change identify these

people early and find ways to involve them

as participants and guides.

Never stop improving on customer service
Provide stellar customer service and

never conclude that you can’t do even

better. We often become complacent

when our client satisfaction surveys come

Source:  199 Ideas, Member Service and Engagement, ASAE

Communicating with top-level leaders
Giving a presentation to a CEO can be

nerve-wracking, but it’s important to try to

make a personal connection while projecting

confidence and self-awareness. “Act on that

thought – and stay humble – and you will do

just fine,” says John Baldoni.

Performing a next day check up
I f  a cl ient cal ls with a part icular ly

perplexing or difficult problem, take a

moment to play “doctor” and do a follow-

up visit. Call back the following day and

see how everything’s is going and see that

the patient’s problem is satisfactorily

resolved. It’s an excellent opportunity to tie

up any loose ends and ingratiate that client

to your business for life.  Use a tickler file

of these reminders.

Source: www.ragan.com

Source:  http://www.strategy-business.com/

Source:  SmartBrief on Leadership

Source:  199 Ideas, Member Service and Engagement, ASAE
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Avoiding these

common strategic

planning activities

When it comes to setting strategy, most

companies do three things that are

useless. These exercises may be

familiar and reassuring, but you should

not:

• Wait until the annual strategy

review to revisit your strategy.

Competitors don’t wait a year to attack,

customers don’t wait to shift their

preferences, and new technology

doesn’t wait to change the game.

Monitor the marketplace continuously,

and keep your strategy choices aligned

with it.

• Put together a SWOT analysis

to kick off the process. There is no

such thing as a generic strength,

weakness, opportunity, or threat. A

strength is only a strength in specific

contexts. Rather than trying to analyze

these in advance, first figure out where

you want to play and how you’ll win.

• Worry about a perfect mission

statement right now. You can’t finalize

your statement without choosing where

to play and how to win. Start with a draft

that you can revisit.

It is better to lead from

behind and to put others in

front, especially when you

celebrate victory when nice

things occur. You take the

front line when there is dan-

ger. Then people will appreci-

ate your leadership.

                       ---Nelson Mandela

Source:  Management Tip of the Day,

Harvard Business Review

back positive and our clients pat us on the

back for a job well done. Continue to give

your clients the best customer service and

always maintain your professional

standards.


